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Raja Sikander Khan Chairman GPKSC himself absolutely clear 
People are trying to label him with PMLN

London , 08.06.2021, 18:23 Time

USPA NEWS - Chairman Global Pakistan Kashmir Supreme Council Raja Sikander Khan released a statement stating that his
organisation Global Pak Kashmir Supreme Council and him self are none political,
none religious and none profitable organisation,they will support any political party whom so ever is in power in Pakistan and Kashmir
if they work for the betterment of their people and their country and will oppose and raise voices against any political party or any party
in power if they don’t do anything for the betterment for the people of Pakistan and Kashmir.

Once again Raja Sikander Khan Chairman Global Pak Kashmir Supreme Council solemnly declared that he or his organisation do not
belong to any political party of Pakistan or Kashmir, his organisation is independent organisation committed working for humanity and
against the human rights violations all over the world as well as working for the betterment of our Pakistani and Kashmiri brothers and
sisters wherever they are facing human rights violations or injustice.

A lots of people are trying to label him with PMLN but he is declaring here that he does not have any ties or any links with PMLN but he
has only supported his childhood friend in his campaign in AJK Legislative Assembly elections Ch Muhammad Saeed and his son
Sohaib Saeed from LA3 who contested AJK legislative assembly elections by ticket issued by PMLN but his support to them was and
is purely due to his close friendship other than that he does not any affiliation with PMLN, PPP, PTI or any other political parties.

Raja Sikander Khan Chairman Global Pak Kashmir Supreme Council has made his self absolutely clear with everyone whom had any
suspicions and whom were trying to label him with political parties, he stated that he works along with all the political parties and he is
alway invited to all the political parties events and he normally is asked to make a speech there as well and he has always made his
self clear at these political parties events in his opening speeches that his organisation Global Pak Kashmir Supreme Council is none
Political, 

none religious and none profitable
organisation and will always praise whom so ever does good and betterment of our people and our country and will raise their voices
against any political part or any Government whom so ever does not do things for the betterment of our people and our country.

If any Government officials or any political party or any organisations had any doubt and now as it’s been very clearly stated by Raja
Sikander Khan Chairman Global Pak Kashmir Supreme Council so that there is no confusion in future.

Said : Raja Sikandar Khan
Chairman Global Pakistan and Kashmir Supreme Council
London UK
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